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Ontologies

These two appear to be rather different:

1. Ontologies used as knowledge bases for (deductive) expert systems. Usually highly axiomatized. Constructed primarily with automated reasoning in mind.

2. Ontologies constructed for data sharing, integration, and reuse. Usually not constructed with focus on automated reasoning.

We will here focus on the latter, as it is core to Semantic Web.
After 17+ years, do we actually have scientific evidence that ontologies improve data sharing, integration and reuse?

Hardly.

There is plenty of anecdotal and conceptual evidence, and some hard evidence hidden behind confidentiality walls.

But there are hardly any hard scientific investigations into this.

(and yes, it is tricky)
Was there ever hard evidence that a new programming paradigm is superior to a previous one, before it became mainstream?

Probably it was just that sufficient people (and companies) believed that it is, took it up, and it proved itself (or didn’t).

So why didn’t the same happen to ontologies?

Perhaps because the hype happened when we still didn’t really know how to make or use them?
Ontologies for data sharing

We had/have the big linked data hype which started ca. 10 years ago.

But without much attention to schema/ontologies. Now they are called knowledge graphs.

Data sharing seems easy. And almost everybody seems to do it.

But is it really easy? What are success measures?
Ontologies for data reuse

Where are the reports on linked data reuse? Reuse doesn’t seem to happen large-scale.

If you’ve tried to do it, you know why. It is extremely hard to understand a linked data graph if you have nothing much but the graph to go on:

You simply don’t understand the structure. You have a hard time grasping which things belong together. There is a lot of ambiguity in vocabulary names, even if documented.

Claim: A well-constructed and documented schema would help! But what does that mean?
Ontologies for data integration

Data integration often necessary before data reuse.

Almost impossible without a good schema.

And even having schemas means it’s very tedious.

[Cheatham & Hitzler, ISWC 2013] shows that state-of-the-art ontology alignment is hardly better than string matching.
Modularity

We need to advance ontology engineering to simplify data sharing, integration and reuse.

Claim: This can be achieved by switching to modular ontologies based on ontology design patterns.

In the following, I will:

1. Explain what we mean with this.

2. Argue why it helps with data sharing, integration, and reuse.
Worked Example: Chess

- Establish a searchable repository for chess data.
- Starting point are PGN files.
- Should be extendable with other information from
  - Chess websites
  - Wikipedia
  - Geographic data
  - News
  - Etc.
- Use an ontology for information integration.
GeoVoCamps modeling approach

- From available data and from application use cases, devise competency questions, i.e. questions which should be convertible into queries, which in turn should be answerable using the data.

1. Who played against Kasparov in the round 1994 Lineares tournament? Did (s)he play as a white or black player?
2. What is the first move taken by the black player in the Sicilian Defense opening?
3. Find all games in which Bobby Fischer, playing black, lost in the poisoned pawn variation of the Sicilian Defence opening.
4. Are there any recorded games using the Grünfeld Defence from before the 20th century?
5. What did Kasparov say about his opponent’s first two moves in his commentary about his game against Topalov in the 1999 Tournament in Wijk ann Zee?
6. Who was the first non-Russian world champion after Fischer?
7. Did Bobby Fischer ever play against a grandmaster in Germany?
8. List all world championship games won by forfeit.
Then prioritize which notions to model first. In the chess case, e.g.

- chess game
- move/half-move
- players
- opening
- tournaments
- commentary
GeoVoCamps modeling approach

- Understand the nature of the things you are modeling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chess game</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>An Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half-move</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>A Subevent of a chess game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>The Role of an Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>this is probably complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tournaments</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commentary</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>this is again more complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Player as AgentRole

```
owl:Thing → AgentRole
  providesAgentRole

AgentRole → TimeInstant
  performedBy
  startsAtTime, endsAtTime

BlackPlayerRole ⊑ AgentRole
  rdfs:subClassOf

ChessGame → AgentRole
  providesAgentRole

WhitePlayerRole ⊑ AgentRole
  rdfs:subClassOf
```
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ChessGame as Event

TemporalExtent ← atTime → Event

Event providesAgentRole → AgentRole

AgentRole performedBy → Agent

atPlace

atPlace

Place

TemporalExtent ← atTime → ChessGame

ChessGame providesAgentRole → AgentRole

AgentRole performedBy → Agent

Place
Half-moves
Opening, game result, etc.

We call these “stubs”.

I.e. we’re aware that more fine-grained modeling will be needed for some use cases.

But currently there’s no reason to do it (not in use case, no data), so we only provide “hooks” for future development of the ontology.
Putting things together
Adding commentaries
Where are the modules?
Adequacy check

• Triplify sample data using the ontology. Does it work?

• Check if competency questions can be answered.

• Add axioms as appropriate (the graph is only for intuition, the OWL axioms are the actual ontology).

• (there are more post-hoc details to be taken care of, but let’s leave it at that)
Axioms in this case are mostly straightforward:

- Inherited from Event or AgentRole
- Scoped domain/range restrictions, possibly with some cardinalities
- Basic existentials
- Non-cyclicity of half-move sequence

- Of course, some axioms may span several patterns/modules, and they would have to be added after assembly.
What is a module?

A module is a part of an ontology which captures a conceptual entity (and its key properties) and which “makes sense” for a domain expert.

Of course, there can be modules within modules.

And modules can (and will!) overlap.

The axiomatization will usually not respect module boundaries.
There needs to be a language for doing this. We have a preliminary version for this, called OPLa, using OWL annotation properties.
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In particular, it can be used to identify the modules, and their provenance (which patterns they come from).
Data sharing

• Focus on making a quality (modular) ontology first.
• Then create (and publish) the corresponding knowledge graph (aka ABox).

• The modular approach is designed to make it easier to arrive at good decisions for the schema.

• At the same time, the schema falls naturally into modules which correspond to experts’ conceptualizations of key domain notions.
Data reuse

• It’s much easier to understand what’s in a knowledge graph if you have a schema which follows your (human) conceptualization of a domain. Modules provide exactly that.

• Modular modeling is extensible, and easier to modify. I.e. data management becomes more efficient (and cheaper) downstream.

We view ontologies as artefacts which mediate between data as structured for machine use and human conceptualizations.
Data integration

If two different datasets each adhere to an ontology, and both ontologies are built using modular principles, then integration becomes easier.

- The two ontologies may share modules.
- The two ontologies may have modules which share patterns as their origins or starting points.

Key issue: Modelers often think of conceptual units anyway when modeling. It should be best practice to record this (in the ontology, in the documentation), as it’s next to impossible to recreate later by others.
What is missing?

- We have a pretty good understanding of the modeling approach.
- We now even have a first language for representing modules.
- We are still missing a repository of quality patterns which can be used for assembly.
- We are still missing tools which support the complete workflow.
- We are still missing easy, step-by-step introductory material on how to use the process.
Logical issues

• How to deal with this notion of modularization from a logical perspective? How does it affect deduction?

• Schema is understood, informally, as a shape constraint. We may want to be able to interpret an axiomatization sometimes as open world, sometimes as closed world (shape contraints). This needs more work.

• We need role chains on right-hand-sides of subclass relationships, in order to meaningfully describe relationships between modules/patterns etc.

• We need ways to soften the regularity constraint on Rboxes.
Thanks!
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